n

Checklist database—Employment practices checklists for human resource professionals, executive management, and front-line
supervisors.

n

Library of information and education—An extensive on-line library catalogs past issues and provides search features to these
special, highly-focused publications:
n

The Loss Prevention Journal for Human Resources—Published to help human resources personnel integrate loss prevention
into their work activities, this periodical covers a broad range of topics, from preventing allegations of a hostile work environment
to diffusing a potential class-action lawsuit. Each article includes a “to do” checklist for future reference.

n

The Loss Prevention Journal for Managers and Supervisors—A periodical that helps front-line managers and supervisors
guard against employee and third-party wrongdoing. Each issue includes a checklist of the main points discussed for future
reference.

n

Work Smarter, Live Better—A journal for all employees that offers articles on wellness, health, safety, time management, and
self-improvement. Each issue focuses on the intrinsic values of teamwork, ethics, and a balanced lifestyle. Companies that use this
journal consider it an important employee benefit.

n

Leadership2—A management periodical promoting character-driven leadership and the value of setting a positive personal
example for building teamwork.

n

News to Use—A journal on news events that affect the workplace, with a focus on studies and statistics.

Note: The Chubb Group of Insurance Companies protects the confidentiality of all ChubbWorks users.

NEXT STEPS
For more information on how Chubb’s Employment Practices Liability Loss Prevention Program, including ChubbWorks, can help
prevent potential employment disputes, as well as help employers defend against actual EPL lawsuits, contact your trusted agent or broker
today. Additional information is also available on the Web at www.chubb.com.
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For promotional purposes, Chubb refers to the member insurers of the Chubb Group of Insurance Companies
underwriting coverage: Chubb Insurance Company of Europe, S.A.; Chubb Insurance Company of Australia,
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